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Civic Type R Sets New Front-Wheel Drive Lap Time Record at Nürburgring 
 

 

TOKYO, Japan, April 20, 2023 – Honda Motor Co., Ltd. today announced that the all-new 

Honda Civic Type R has set a new lap time record for a front-wheel drive car*1 at the 

Nürburgring Nordschleife in Germany during testing conducted for the model’s performance 

evaluation. The new lap time record, 7 minutes 44.881 seconds*2, demonstrates that the Civic 

Type R, which underwent a full model change, further improved its dynamic performance 

compared to its predecessor model.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The all-new Civic Type R was developed with the goal to achieve the “ultimate pure sports 

performance” by attaining the ultimate in both speed, which is the essential value of a sports 

model, and driving pleasure, which appeals to the emotion of the driver.  

 

*1 Honda internal research (as of April 2023). 

*2 An official Nürburgring Nordschleife lap measurement. The lap time was measured based on the official rules instituted in 

2019, with a full lap of the Nordschleife, which is 20.832 km long. Before 2019, lap times were measured with the lap length of 

20.600 km and were not officially certified by the Nürburgring. 
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■Key technologies behind the fastest lap time 

・Based on the 2.0-liter VTEC Turbo engine inherited from the previous-generation 

Civic Type R, the engine performance was further improved to deliver maximum output of 

243 kW and maximum torque of 420 N･m through the adoption of all-new turbocharger 

and other advancements. 

・Cooling performance along with heat release and aerodynamic performance were improved 

through various measures, such as the enlargement of the front grille opening area and 

the effective opening area of the radiator. 

・By adopting detail-oriented body parts designs both in the front and rear of the vehicle, 

the downforce was enhanced effectively, which realized stability while driving at the 

vehicle’s full potential.  

・For the two-piece disc brake system, inherited from the previous-generation Civic Type R, 

the master power characteristics were modified to further improve controllability of the 

brake for the entire speed range, from low speed to high speed. In addition, by increasing 

the efficiency of air intake toward the brake system, an increase in brake temperature 

during continuous driving on a closed course was reduced, which realized solid braking 

effect and fade resistance.  

・The Michelin Pilot Sport CUP 2 Connect tire was jointly developed with Michelin using 

know-how amassed through the development of the Michelin Pilot Sport 4 S, which is the 

standard tire for the Civic Type R. The Michelin Pilot Sport CUP 2 Connect further 

enhances the circuit performance of the vehicle, improves dry grip performance and 

realizes well-balanced handling. 

 

■Message from Hideki Kakinuma, Civic Type R Development Leader: 

“To our Civic Type R fans all over the world:  

Under the concept of ‘Ultimate SPORT 2.0,’ we developed the all-new Civic Type R with the 

spirit of ‘going beyond our past achievements’ and strived for the ultimate FWD sports car by 

refining the ‘essential value’ and ‘emotional appeal’ unique only to our Type R models.  

Since the start of sales in Japan in September 2022, we have received numerous customer 

feedback from all around the world filled with amazement and joy, far exceeding our 

expectations. However, we still had one more mission to fulfill, which was to claim the title as 

the world’s fastest FWD car with a record Nürburgring lap time.  

Six years after the lap record was set by the previous-generation Civic Type R (FK8), we 

reached this new dimension as a result of all of the passions we poured in and all the 

advancements we made for this Type R model. Finally, our wish to share this title with all 

Type R fans all around the world came true.  

We sincerely hope that all current and prospective owners of the Type R will enjoy and love 

their vehicle with the pride we share with you.”  

 

Publicity materials relating to this press release are available at the following URL: 

https://news.honda.co.jp/en/ 

(The site is intended exclusively for the use of journalists.) 


